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A Time-Aware Dynamic Service Quality Prediction
Approach for Services
Ying Jin, Weiguang Guo, and Yiwen Zhang
Abstract: Dynamic Quality of Service (QoS) prediction for services is currently a hot topic and a challenge for
research in the fields of service recommendation and composition. Our paper addresses the problem with a
Time-aWare service Quality Prediction method (named TWQP), a two-phase approach with one phase based
on historical time slices and one on the current time slice. In the first phase, if the user had invoked the service in a
previous time slice, the QoS value for the user calling the service on the next time slice is predicted on the basis of
the historical QoS data; if the user had not invoked the service in a previous time slice, then the Covering Algorithm
(CA) is applied to predict the missing values. In the second phase, we predict the missing values for the current
time slice according to the results of the previous phase. A large number of experiments on a real-world dataset,
WS-Dream, show that, when compared with the classical QoS prediction algorithms, our proposed method greatly
improves the prediction accuracy.
Key words: dynamic Quality of Service (QoS) prediction; time-aware; service recommendation

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of service-oriented
computing, the model of distributed computing based
on services is becoming a major trend in technology
development. In the big data context, ever more services
(cloud services, microservices, mobile services, edge
services, and IoT (Internet of Things) services,
etc.) with the same or similar functions and varying
Qualities of Service (QoS) are emerging. How to
efficiently select and recommend services that meet
users needs amongst a large-scale services market
 Ying Jin and Weiguang Guo are with the Department of
Management, Hefei University, Hefei 230601, China. E-mail:
jiny@hfuu.edu.cn; guoweiguang@hfuu.edu.cn.
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has therefore become a tremendous challenge[1, 2] .
Nowadays, QoS is being widely used in service
composition[3–6] , service selection[7–9] , and service
recommendation systems[10–13] . However, it is not
possible for a user to use all services to get their QoS
values, so it is often necessary to select or recommend
services in the absence of QoS information. Therefore,
the QoS prediction of services becomes critical.
Over recent years, the main prediction method
for QoS has been based on Collaborative Filtering
(CF) recommendation technology, including memorybased[14, 15] and model-based approaches[16, 17] . The
main process of collaborative filtering prediction based
on memory is to find similar users or services through
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) computing
similarity, then predict the missing values using the
QoS values of those similar users or services. The
model-based method forms a complex model based on
training set data and machine learning methods, and
predicts the value of the target service by combining
the historical data of similar users, thereby predicting
the missing QoS value. Although much work has been
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done on QoS prediction methods based on collaborative
filtering, some significant problems remain.
(1) QoS dynamics. In the real world, users may
access the same service in a different time slice, and
the QoS value of each user accessing a service will
change over time with different network environments.
Traditional collaborative filtering algorithms rarely
consider the dynamics nature of a service’s QoS, and
recommendation systems need to utilize these QoS
dynamics to more accurately recommend services to
meet the needs of users.
(2) Data sparsity. Due to the restrictions of real-world
conditions, it is impossible for users to call all services
to obtain QoS values, resulting in a highly sparse
user-service matrix for the service recommendation
system. Furthermore, the lack of historical data
negatively affects the prediction accuracy of traditional
collaborative filtering methods.
As shown in Fig. 1, due to the limitations of realworld conditions, it is impossible for a user to invoke
all services in different time slices to get the QoS value
of the service, so in the time slice t1 , t2 , . . . , tp , userservice-time matrices are very sparse, and each time
slice has a large amount of missing data. From Fig. 1
we can see that, for time slices t1 and t2 , user u2 has
invoked the service i1 on the time slice t1 to get its
QoS value q2;1;1 , and also invoked the same service i1
on the time slice t2 to get its QoS value q2;1;2 . The
two QoS values are not necessarily the same because
of the changed network environment. Therefore, when
recommending a service to a user, it is unreasonable for
the recommendation system to consider only the QoS
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value in a certain time slice in predicting the missing
value on the current time slice. In this situation, we
need to consider all data on the historical time slices t1 ,
t2 , . . . , tp if we are to predict the QoS value for the user
calling the service on the current time slice.
Based on the above analysis, we first need to
predict and fill in the missing values in historical
time slices, before the missing value of the current
time slice is predicted according to the historical QoS
values. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, this
paper proposes a Time-aWare dynamic service Quality
Prediction method, or TWQP. The main contributions
of this paper are as follows:
(1) We propose a novel two-phase method named
TWQP, which consists of a QoS prediction based
both on historical time slices and on the current time
slice. This method can effectively solve the problem
of dynamic service quality prediction across different
practical dynamic situations.
(2) We use a novel approach for the rapid
identification of users and services that are most similar
to the target user and service. Our selection method is to
choose the most frequently occurring users and services
in the same cluster, which helps to find more similar
users and services.
(3) We conduct extensive experiments to
comprehensively verify the prediction accuracy of the
proposed algorithm and to compare the performance
of TWQP with existing approaches, specifically, the
classical CF algorithm, the improved PCC prediction
algorithm, and the k-means-based prediction algorithm.
Measuring prediction accuracy on real-world WSDream datasets, the experimental results demonstrate
that TWQP outperforms those alternative approaches
significantly.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews the related work; Section 3 describes
the prediction method and process; Section 4 presents
the experimental results and analysis; and Section 5
concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

QoS prediction in the fields of service selection and
recommendation has become an important research
topic. The most common prediction method, which
has been widely studied, is based on collaborative
filtering. Collaborative filtering algorithms can be
divided into two categories: model-based and memory-
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based.
Shao et al.[18] put forward a QoS prediction algorithm
based on collaborative filtering. The algorithm first
calculates the similarity between users by PCC based on
historical data, and then predicts the missing QoS value
based on the QoS values of similar users. Amazon, on
the other hand, makes wide use of a different method of
prediction[19] . The similarity between different services
is calculated by PCC, and then the missing value is
predicted based on services that are similar to the target
service. However, the accuracy achieved by predicting
missing values based only on similar users or similar
services is not very high. In order to solve this problem,
Zheng et al.[20] proposed a hybrid prediction method
that can improve prediction significantly. The similarity
between users and services is calculated by PCC.
Once this is done, similar users and similar services
are identified, and information from similar users and
similar services is combined to predict the missing
value. These methods have in common the application
of PCC to identify similar users or similar services, and
then using these to predict missing values.
Although these methods are simple and easy to
implement, their prediction accuracy decreases with
the degree of sparsity of the user-service matrix. To
cope with the data sparsity problem, Yao et al.[21]
proposed a unified collaborative filtering and contentbased service recommendation method. This method
not only considers the historical QoS value of the
service, but also takes into account the semantic content
of the service, and uses a set of variables to express
the user’s preference for the service. Zhang et al.[22]
proposed a QoS prediction method based on fuzzy
clustering. This method combines traditional fuzzy
clustering with a similarity calculation between users,
but the selection of initial points in clustering affects
the prediction accuracy. Zheng et al.[23] proposed
a matrix decomposition technique to predict missing
values, considering the local information of similar
users and the global information of the user-service
matrix. Yu and Huang[24] applied the k-means algorithm
to cluster users and services; this method can reduce the
complexity of updating clustering when there are new
users and new services. All of these methods improve
the prediction accuracy to some extent, but they do
not take QoS dynamics into account. Therefore, this
paper proposes a time-aware QoS prediction method
for services. To reflect the dynamic nature of QoS,
this method has two main phases, corresponding to
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historical time slices and the current time slice.

3

Prediction Method and Process

3.1

Prediction based on historical time slices

As shown in Fig. 1, assuming that we need to predict
the missing values on the t3 time slice, we select the
historical data from the two time slices closest to the
current time slice as a reference. There are two main
parts to the QoS prediction based on historical time
slices. Firstly, it can be seen from Fig. 1 that user u1
has invoked the service i2 in both of the time slices
t1 and t2 , and the QoS values are q1;2;1 and q1;2;2 ,
respectively. Therefore, in the prediction of the missing
value q1;2;3 for the t3 time slice, the average value of the
two previous time slice is used as the prediction value,
that is q1;2;3 = (q1;2;1 + q1;2;2 )/2.
Secondly, for missing values qm;1;3 , since user um
has not called service i1 in the first two time slices, the
above method cannot predict the missing value. In order
to solve this problem, this paper proposes an overlay
algorithm to predict the missing value.
Suppose there are now six users and six service, i.e.,
m D 6; n D 6. Using the above method, the missing
values on the t3 time slice are partially predicted and
filled, and a new user service matrix is obtained. As
shown in Fig. 2, this matrix contains the response
time for a user to invoke a service. In this paper,
we use M D Œqu;i m  n to denote the user-service
matrix, where m represents the number of users and n
represents the number of services. In the matrix, each
element qu;i represents the QoS value of the service i
called by the user u, where 1 6 u 6 m, 1 6 i 6 n. A
null value means that the service has not been invoked
by the user.
As shown in Fig. 2, we now need to predict the
missing value q3;1;3 , where the user set U D fu1 ;
u2 ; : : : ; um g, and the service set I D fi1 ; i2 ; : : : ; in g.
Details of three main progresses follow.
(1) Clustering The Covering Algorithm (CA)
proposed by professor Zhang Ling and academician
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Zhang Ba is based on the geometric meaning of neural
networks[25, 26] . Using the M-P neuron model[27] , a rule
of domain covering is obtained with the advantages of
high recognition rate and fast computing speed.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. Given an input
set K D fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x k ; x i 2 Rn g, let K be a set
of points in m-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Let K
be divided into n subsets; that is, the output of these
samples has n kinds of cases. Construct the sphere of
class k sample X k as follows. For points in any sample
that have not yet been covered, x i 2 X k ,
d1 D maxfhx; x 1 ig; x … Xk
(1)
d2 D minfhx; x 1 ijhx; x 1 i > d1 g; x 2 Xk

(2)

d1 C d2
(3)
2
where d1 denotes the distance between the current
center x 1 and the nearest heterogenous point, d2
indicates the distance between the current center and
the farthest similar points when the distance is less than
d1 , r is used as a radius to construct the cover, hx; x 1 i
denotes the inner product of x and x 1 . All covering of
samples is obtained by this method.
According to the analysis of the above CA, we can
get the main steps of using the CA to cluster the QoS
values as follows:
rD

Step 1: The center of gravity of all uncovered sample
points is calculated and the nearest sample point is
found as the center of the covered circle.
Step 2: The distances between each of the uncovered
sample points and the center of the circle are calculated.
Step 3: The average distance of all the distances
calculated in Step 2 is obtained, which is taken as the
radius of the covering.
Step 4: The center of gravity of the current covering
is obtained, the center of the circle of covering is redetermined, and a new covering is obtained. And these
operations are repeated until the number of covered
samples no longer changes.
Taking the sample point farthest from the current
covering center as the next covering center, Steps 2 to 4
are repeated until all sample points are covered.
In this paper, in order to determine the similar
user set S.u/ of the target user u, we first apply the
overlay clustering algorithm to cluster all the users who
have called the service i . The users clustered into the
same cluster are considered similar, whereas the users
in different clusters are different. A diagram of the
clustering process is shown in Fig. 3.
In order to cluster these data points, four iterations are
carried out and four clusters are obtained C1 ; : : : ; C4 ,
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with their centers c1 ; : : : ; c4 . In the process of
clustering, our clustering algorithm does not need to
supply the number of clusters in advance, and the
clustering results are not affected by the initial point.
After clustering, an m  m user relationship matrix
MU is used to record the clustering results. Every
element xu;v (1 6 u; v 6 m) in a matrix MU represents
the total number of times that user u and user v are
clustered into the same cluster. The matrix is initialized
with each element set to 0. The user relationship matrix
shown in Fig. 4 records the results of clustering the
users in the user-service matrix in Fig. 2. When user u
and user v are in the same cluster, xu;v D xu;v C 1 and
xv;u D xv;u C1. As shown in Fig. 4, x1;2 D 2, meaning
that users 1 and 2 are in the same cluster twice in the
clustering process. Where xu;v D xv;u (1 6 u; v 6 m);
and when u D v; xu;v D xv;u D 0.
Similarly, the TWQP method uses the clustering
algorithm to cluster all services invoked by the same
user, and records the clustering results using an n  n
service relation matrix MI . Each element in the matrix
yi;j .1 6 i; j 6 n/ denotes the number of times that the
service i and the service j are clustered into the same
cluster, with an initial value of 0. When the service i and
the service j are in the same cluster, the service relation
matrix element yi;j is updated with yi;j D yi;j C 1 and
yj;i D yj;i C 1. Obviously, the service relation matrix
is also a symmetric matrix.
(2) Selection
After clustering all users and services, we select users
similar to the target user u and services similar to the
target service i . Supposing both user u and user v have
called the service i, they will be placed in the same
cluster if they have similar QoS values for service i .
Therefore, the proposed TWQP method mainly
selects users who have called a large number of services

u 1 u2 u 3 u 4 u 5 u 6

é0
ê2
ê
ê0
MU = ê
ê1
ê2
ê
ë0
Fig. 4
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in common with the target user u as similar users.
The user matrix m  m in MU contains the results of
clustering, where the element xu;v represents the total
number of times that user u and user v have been placed
into the same cluster. A greater value of the element
xu;v indicates that user u and user v have called a large
number of services in common and have similar quality
evaluation for these services. As shown in Fig. 4, users
u1 , u2 , u4 , and u5 are all placed into the same cluster,
but users u1 , u2 , and u5 are placed into the same cluster
more often than u4 . Therefore, in selecting users similar
to target user u1 , preference is given to users u2 and u5 .
For target services i , TWQP applies similar methods
to select the former k similar services. Whether
choosing a similar user or a similar service, k is a
variable parameter, and different datasets usually have
their own characteristics, so there are different optimal
k values.
(3) Prediction
In the previous progress, we selected k similar users
for the target user u. The missing value can then
be predicted based on the quality evaluation of these
similar users. In this paper, Eq. (4) is used to predict
the missing value of user u calling service i,
P
xu;v  qv;i
qu;i .u/ D

v2Su

P

xu;v

(4)

v2Su

where xu;v represents the total number of times that user
u and user v are placed into the same cluster; qv;i is
the quality value of the user v calling service i ; and Su
represents a set of users similar to user u.
Similar to the user-based method, the missing value
of user u invoking service i is predicted based on
application of Eq. (5),
P
xi;j  qu;j
qu;i .i / D

j 2Si

P

xi;j

(5)

j 2Si

where xi;j represents the total number of times that
service i and service j are placed into the same cluster;
qu;j is the quality value of the user u calling the
service j ; and Si represents a set of services similar
to service i .
Equations (4) and (5) are based on the use of similar
users and similar services, respectively, to predict
missing values. However, due to the sparsity of the userservice matrix, there may be a very small number of
similar users or services, which leads to a low accuracy
of quality prediction methods based only on either of
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these formulate. Therefore, combining the prediction
results based on similar users and similar services will
greatly improve the prediction accuracy. The combined
prediction is
qu;i D qu;i .u/ C .1 /qu;i .i /
(6)
where the parameter .0 6  6 1/ is a weight value,
which indicates that the proposed method TWQP
depends on the proportion of similar users and similar
services. The parameter  is a variable and its
optimal value is related to the characteristics of the
correspording dataset. In a real-world environment,
the number of users similar to the target user and the
number of similar to the target service will vary.

method, we ran a number of experiments on the realworld dataset WS-Dream[28] . The WS-Dream dataset
contains two attribute values – Response Time (RT) and
ThroughPut (TP) – obtained from 142 users invoking
4532 real services in 64 time slices. This dataset has
been used for many important previous studies. In the
real world, because most users have called only a
few services, the generated user-service-time matrix is
sparse. For this reason, we randomly move part of the
data to serve as the training set and the rest is employed
as the test set.

3.2

4.2.1

4.2

Prediction based on current time slice

p T C1

where qu;i;t represents the QoS value of user u
accessing the service i on time slice t , and T represents
the number of historical slices selected.

4.1

Experimental Results and Analysis
Dataset

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
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 UPCC (User-based collaborative filtering using PCC).
This is chosen in order to compare the prediction
accuracy of the user-based TWQP method with the
traditional collaborative filtering method. In the phase
of historical time slice prediction, this method uses
PCC to calculate similarity and find similar users.
The missing values in historical time slices are then
predicted based on these similar users. Finally, the userservice matrix of the current time slice is predicted
according to the data in historical time slices.
 IPCC (Item-based collaborative filtering using
PCC). Similar to UPCC, this method uses PCC to
calculate similarity and find similar services, and then
predicts the missing values in historical time slices
based on similar services.
 UIPCC (hybrid User and Item-based using PCC).
This method combines UPCC and IPCC to predict the
missing values in historical time slices based on similar
users and similar services. Finally, the QoS value of the
current time slice is predicted according to the historical
time slice data.
 TOSEM. This method uses an improved PCC to
calculate the similarity between users and services and
find similar users and similar services, and then predicts
the missing values in historical time slices[29] .

After all the missing values in the historical time
slices are predicted and filled, it is necessary to predict
the QoS values of the services of all the user-service
matrices in the current time slice.
As shown in Fig. 5, none of the users in the current
time slice has invoked any services, but when the
recommendation system recommends a service to the
user to meet their needs, based on the QoS values in
the historical slices, the missing QoS value of the user
accessing the service in the current time slice needs to
be predicted and filled. For this reason, we use the
historical data from the previous T time slices as a
reference; that is, tp T C1 ; : : : ; tp 1 , and tp time slices.
The following formula is then used to calculate all the
missing values in the matrix tcurrent :
p
X
qu;i;t
currrent
qu;i
D
(7)
T

4

Alternative methods for comparison and
evaluation indicators

...

Fig. 5

Prediction process based on current time slice.
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 CAPK. In this method, the k-means clustering
algorithm is used to predict the missing values in
historical time slices based on similar users and similar
services[30] .
 MF. This method uses a neighbor-based matrix
decomposition algorithm to predict the missing values
for a service in a historical time slice[22] .
4.2.2 Evaluation index
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of different
methods, the following two indexes are compared: the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE). These two indexes have been widely
used in the research of services prediction.
MAE is defined as P
jR.u; i / P .u; i /j
MAE D

u;i

(8)
N
where R.u; i/ indicates the true value of user u calling
service i , and P .u; i / indicates that the missing value
N that needs to be predicted is the total number of all
the values to be predicted. The MAE value represents
the average error between the predicted value and the
true value; therefore, the smaller the MAE, the higher
the prediction accuracy.
RMSE is defined v
as
uP
u .R.u; i / P .u; i //2
t u;i
(9)
RMSE D
N
4.3

Experimental setup and result analysis

4.3.1

Experimental setting

We set up our experiments using cross-validation
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techniques that are widely used in research. For the
user-project-time matrix in the WS-Dream dataset, we
first randomly remove part of the data for use as the
training set according to the matrix density. In the
experiment, in order to better reflect the sparseness of
historical data in the real world, the matrix density is
increased from 0.2 to 0.4 at 0.05 intervals, and the
weight is increased from 0.1 to 0.9 at 0.1 intervals. The
value of k is increased from 1 to 6 at an interval of 1,
and the number of time windows is increased from 5
to 25 at an interval of 5. Using this method, the ability
of different algorithms to process datasets with different
parameters is evaluated synthetically.
The environment for this part of the experiment
is IntelliJ IDEA Community Edition 14.1.4, JDK 1.7,
Scala-SDK 2.10.4, and the Scala programming
language. The experimental machine is configured with
16 GB memory, a Core i7-4970 3.6 GHz processor, and
an Ubuntu 14.04 LTS system.
4.3.2

Prediction accuracy

Table 1 shows the MAE and RMSE for different
prediction methods at different matrix densities, where
 D 0:6, T D 10, and k D 2.
The experimental results reported in Table 1 show
that the proposed TWQP method can achieve better
prediction accuracy in terms of response time and
throughput when compared with the UPCC, IPCC,
UIPCC, CAPK, TOSEM, and MF methods. The results
for the response time dataset show that TWQP achieves
improvements in MAE of 25.6%, 28.7%, 22.5%, 8.7%,
11.9%, and 7.2%, respectively, and improvements in

Table 1
Method

RT

TP

UPCC
IPCC
UIPCC
CAPK
TOSEM
MF
TWQP
UPCC
IPCC
UIPCC
CAPK
TOSEM
MF
TWQP

0.2
0.926
0.954
0.899
0.736
0.758
0.727
0.682
9.658
9.689
9.565
8.071
8.418
7.892
6.834

0.25
0.895
0.926
0.862
0.718
0.735
0.705
0.665
9.296
9.322
9.193
7.855
8.212
7.726
6.644

Comparison of MAE and RMSE between different methods.
Matrix density
MAE
RMSE
0.3
0.35
0.4
Average
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.849 0.781 0.713
0.832
2.115
1.989
1.943
1.868
0.874 0.825 0.768
0.869
2.328
2.196
2.062
1.973
0.815 0.738 0.681
0.799
1.972
1.967
1.915
1.857
0.695 0.648 0.596
0.678
1.862
1.832
1.801
1.783
0.714 0.689 0.623
0.703
1.915
1.899
1.865
1.837
0.683 0.639 0.585
0.667
1.854
1.821
1.793
1.776
0.629 0.589 0.532
0.619
1.816
1.785
1.762
1.721
9.034 8.768 8.531
9.057
39.856 38.626 37.361 36.459
9.211 9.015 8.646
9.176
41.673 40.652 39.871 38.737
8.828 8.645 8.385
8.923
37.984 36.353 35.308 34.823
7.625 7.228 6.986
7.553
31.984 30.385 29.457 28.819
8.068 7.856 7.673
8.045
35.123 34.942 33.706 32.752
7.524 7.179 7.057
7.475
30.563 28.859 27.528 26.243
6.272 6.028 5.729
6.301
25.118 23.215 22.057 21.256

0.4
1.824
1.896
1.812
1.759
1.798
1.753
1.684
36.026
37.895
33.686
27.518
31.215
25.586
20.037

Average
1.947
2.091
1.904
1.807
1.862
1.799
1.753
37.665
39.766
35.631
29.632
33.547
27.755
22.336
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RMSE of 9.9%, 16.2%, 7.9%, 2.9%, 5.8%, and 2.6%,
respectively. The results for the throughput dataset show
that TWQP achieves improvements in MAE of 30.4%,
31.3%, 29.3%, 16.5%, 21.7%, and 15.7%, respectively,
and improvements in RMSE of 40.6%, 43.8%, 37.3%,
24.6%, 33.4%, and 19.5%, respectively. Moreover, with
the increase of matrix density from 0.2 to 0.4, the
prediction accuracy of the proposed method increases
gradually, as with other methods.
4.4
4.4.1

Influence of parameters on prediction accuracy
Matrix density

Table 1 shows a comparison between the proposed
method and other methods at different matrix densities.
In this section, we discuss the effect of matrix density
on the TWQP method. Figures 6a and 6b show the
effect of matrix density on prediction accuracy on the
response time dataset, while Figs. 6c and 6d show
the effect of matrix density on prediction accuracy on
the throughput dataset. From the experimental results
reported in Fig. 6, it can be seen that matrix density
has a significant effect on the prediction accuracy
of the TWQP method. In Fig. 6, MAE and RMSE
decrease with an increase in matrix density. This is

because the higher the matrix density of the dataset, the
more information the users and services contain, which
leads to the TWQP obtaining a higher accuracy in the
prediction process.
4.4.2 k value
Parameter k is the number of similar users and similar
services in the prediction process. In general, if the
number of similar users and similar services selected in
the prediction process is higher, then more information
can be used to predict the missing values and further
improve the prediction accuracy. In fact, however, this
does not necessarily hold.
Figures 7a and 7b show the effect of k on
prediction accuracy on the response time dataset, while
Figs. 7c and 7d show the effect of k on prediction
accuracy on the throughput dataset. The experimental
results show that with an increase in the k value,
the prediction accuracy improves, but the prediction
accuracy decreases continuously after reaching an
optimal value. If the value of k is too small in TWQP
method, then insufficient information about similar
users and similar services is taken account of in the
prediction process. As shown in Fig. 7, both MAE
and RMSE begin to decrease as k increases from 1.
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On the other hand, if the value of k is too large,
the prediction process begins to take account of users
who are not very similar to the target users and
services that are not similar to the target services, these
dissimilar users and services are noise data and will
reduce the prediction accuracy to some extent. Taking
Fig. 7a as an example, with k increases from 2 to 6,
the predicted MAE increases from 0.682 to 0.768. In
addition, different datasets can have different optimal k
values.
4.4.3 Parameter 
Parameter  represents the proportion of similar users
and similar services that the TWQP method depends on
when predicting missing values in a combined manner.
As can be seen from the experimental results in Table 1,
the TWQP method outlined in this paper combines the
information from similar users and similar services, and
improves prediction accuracy. This section evaluates the
influence of parameters  (in the TWQP algorithm). As
discussed above, when  D 0, TWQP considers only
the information from similar services; when  D 1,
TWQP considers only the information from similar
users. In the experiment, the matrix density is 0.2, k D
2, and T D 10.

Figures 8a and 8b show the effects of  values
on prediction accuracy on the response time dataset,
while Figs. 8c and 8d show the effects of  values
on prediction accuracy for the throughput dataset. The
experimental results show that the  value parameter
has a significant effect on the prediction accuracy of
TWQP. At first, with an increase in the  value,
prediction accuracy increases; However, once the
optimal value of prediction accuracy is reached, with
an increase in the  value, the prediction accuracy
decreases gradually. This indicates that setting the
appropriate  values allows the algorithm to make full
use of the information from similar users and similar
services to generate optimal prediction accuracy. The
results of the comparison experiment in Fig. 8 also show
that the optimal values  is not fixed and will vary
from dataset to dataset. Taking RMSE for example,
for the response time attribute, the RMSE of the
predicted result is at its smallest when  D 0:5, while
for throughput, the predicted RMSE is at its smallest
when  D 0:3.
4.4.4

Number of time windows

In the phase of prediction based on historical time
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slices, the missing value of a historical time slice should
be predicted by referring to the nearest T time slices’
QoS data. Setting a suitable number of time windows T
will further improve the prediction accuracy. To study
the effect of the number of time windows on prediction
accuracy, the matrix density is set to 0.2, k D 2, and
 D 0:4:
Figures 9a and 9b show the effect of the number
of time windows on the prediction accuracy on the
response time dataset, while Figs. 9c and 9d show the
effect of the number of time windows on the prediction
accuracy on the throughput dataset. It can be seen from
Fig. 9 that the number of time windows has a significant
effect on prediction accuracy. With an increase of the
number of windows, the prediction accuracy of TWQP
method increases gradually. This is because the QoS
data in a given historical time slice is limited. Because
if the number of time windows increases, information
from a greater number of users and services can be fully
utilized, which is conducive to further improving the
prediction accuracy of the algorithm.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we propose TWQP, a novel timeaware QoS prediction method for services. The TWQP
process is made up of two phases: first, a QoS prediction
based on historical time slices, and second, a QoS
prediction based on current time slice. The procedure
for the prediction stage based on historical time slices
depends on whether the user has invoked the service in
a previous time slice. If so, the QoS value for the user
invoking the service on the next time slice is predicted
based on the previous time slice; otherwise, when the
user has not invoked the service in the previous time
slice, then the CA is applied to predict the missing
values. In the prediction phase based on the current
time slice, the QoS values of all users and services for
the current time slice are predicted according to the data
from historical time slices. The results of experiments
on the real-world WS-Dream datasets demonstrate that
TWQP significantly outperforms classical prediction
methods for services. Therefore, the paper shows that
the prediction problem stemming from the dynamic
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